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Executive Summary
The shift to renewable energy is “the most urgent and necessary transition of our time”.1
Brighton & Hove Energy Services Co-operative (BHESCo) is a not for profit, social enterprise that
aims to help its customers reduce their energy bills. We reduce bills now through our energy saving
advice service. We reduce bills in the future through our Pay As You Save model, managing the
installation of renewable energy and energy efficiency systems with no upfront cost for the
customer. We aim to establish a model of community ownership that encourages people to take
control over their own energy supply, bringing lower prices, energy security and taking action to
lower carbon emissions with little effort.
BHESCo’s innovative business model establishes a scalable framework for distributed energy
generation and energy savings by;
 project managing the installation of energy efficiency and renewable energy systems,
 developing a local, trusted, reliable brand recognised in the community, supported by
accredited local assessors and installers, creating jobs and economic growth and
 removing the barriers to uptake of alternative energy systems by providing the affordable
finance upfront and guaranteeing the performance of our installations.

PAY AS YOU SAVE
Our customers enter into a lease
agreement with us, where the
monthly payment is set at an
amount less than the projected
savings that will be made under
the contract. During the contract
period (in this example, 20 years)
the customer saves over £8,000
per year from the measures we
installed on their behalf with no
initial cash outlay on their part.

Estimated savings for solar photovoltaics
(PV) and biomass system in an office
building over a 20 year period
£800,000

Cost
Savings

£600,000
£400,000

Gas bill

£200,000
£0
Business
as Usual

BHESCo
lease

Electricity
bill

BHESCo is a registered society, regulated by the FCA. During 2015, our second year of trading, we
raised over £200,000 by issuing community shares and by attracting an interest free loan. In the
2016/17, financial year we plan to raise a further £550,000 through a combination of share offers,
grant funding and loan financing providing the capital required for projects that BHESCo will develop
during the year, creating community owned energy generation and conservation assets. BHESCo has
also introduced a pilot community lending programme with the East Sussex Credit Union.
BHESCo’s Member/Shareholders will receive 5% interest on their investment. All the projects are
collateralized by the Agreements in place with our customers. BHESCo assesses each investment to
ensure that the economic returns from the system design meet our investment return criteria.
1

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/bianca-jagger/the-document-adopted-atr_b_1627736.html?ncid=edlinkusaolp00000008
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Because we require at least a 12% margin on our projects to finance our operating costs, the
projects we develop generate an IRR of 20% or more.

Funding requirements will reach a total of £2
million in the first three years until sufficient
revenue streams are flowing to finance our Pay
As You Save business model. Thereafter, all
funding will be supplied by the cash flows from
our operations.
Community energy has a major role to play in leading the transition to energy security, lower carbon
emissions and lower prices, empowering communities to take more control of their energy supply
and consumption behaviours. Renewable energy and energy efficiency have proven to be effective
tools in tackling fuel poverty by reducing the impact of increasing energy costs associated with
wholesale fossil fuel prices. With more than 2.5 million people in debt to their fuel supplier, we
provide valuable services supporting customers in switching energy supplier and helping them
resolve disputes.

Vision

To create an electricity micro-grid in Brighton &
Hove, reducing our dependence on the National
Grid, lowering energy prices for the local
community as a means to eradicating fuel poverty.
Mission

To operate a self-funding, community-owned,
energy supplier that installs renewable energy
and energy efficiency systems in a scalable model
that can be rolled out across the country.
Business Description
BHESCo is a project manager, overcoming barriers to the transition from fossil fuels to a future with
low carbon emissions by removing the financial and technical risks for the customer.
We conduct on site surveys, prepare recommendations and once our lease is signed, we oversee the
installation of renewable energy generation systems and energy efficiency measures in our
customers’ premises. The investment capital comes from the community. For no upfront cost, the
customer receives an efficient, renewable energy system that saves them money. They pay back the
BHESCo community with the savings they make and this allows BHESCo to invest in other projects.
BHESCo guarantees the performance of the systems it installs and arranges for maintenance and fuel
deliveries, for example, wood pellets for our biomass boiler installations.
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We are building a reputation in the community for being an attractive vehicle for undertaking low
carbon generation projects and energy efficiency retrofits. Customers count on our independence,
value the impartial advice we give and want to be a member of a community-owned energy supplier
that has their best interests at the heart of its business.
Should the customer wish to sell their property, the present value of the income streams from the
lease (our investment) is paid off when the property is sold. In order to reduce the risk that a
contract is not signed after we have incurred project development costs for the energy assessment,
we ask the customer to sign a Memorandum of Understanding accompanied by a £300 deposit to
ensure that they will work exclusively with us on the project. Once a customer expresses interest in
our service, we request a year’s energy bills to understand their consumption patterns and the
economic benefit of our service. Once our installations are in place, we install energy monitors with
remote capability to ensure that our targeted level of savings and energy generation are achieved.
Our accredited, local installers and assessors not only meet MCS and BSI’s Kitemark® certification,
they also meet our high quality standards for customer service and installation quality. All of their
work is guaranteed under Energy Performance Contracts. As an independent provider, we have
access to the entire market to find the best solution for our customer. BHESCo is an associate
member of RetrofitWorks, a network of suppliers for energy efficiency and renewable energy goods
and services.
SWOT analysis
Strengths

Opportunities

-

-

Management team
Relationship with the community
Business model
Location

Everybody wins business model
Demand and scale
Social impact

Weaknesses

Threats

-

-

New concept needs explanation
Access to capital
Slightly dependent on government
legislation

New idea in an established industry
Business model is easily replicated
Inability to raise sufficient capital

Although the company has a strong, experienced management team, access to capital will have a
great influence on our ability to scale up to the size we need to be successful.

Market strategies
BHESCo has two main services. We are targeting renewable energy micro-generation and energy
efficiency projects on commercial buildings because:
 These projects cost less to develop and the installations are larger,
 The consumer credit act doesn’t apply, lowering our market entry costs.
The Federation of Small Business (FSB) is concerned about the impact that rising energy costs have
had on their members, stating that “the cost of energy is becoming a make or break issue for small
business, that they simply cannot shoulder price rises of 20% as projected by DECC.”2 BHESCo is an
2

Mike Cherry, National Policy Chairman, Federation of Small Businesses, March 2013
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FSB member, working to raise awareness of our service by increasing our profile among members.
The vast majority of the 5,000 SMEs trading in Brighton & Hove are small or micro-level businesses
(86% of the city’s businesses employ less than 10 people, with 11% employing between 11 and 49
people)3. Brighton & Hove consumes about 3 GWh of energy, a market worth £183 million per year
at current prices.
We launched a home energy assessment and installation service in January 2016 to conduct market
testing on the appetite in the community for an affordable assessment that will save residents
money on their energy bills. There are 120,000 private households in Brighton & Hove, of which
45% are in the private rental sector. Brighton and Hove City Council own and manage approximately
15,000 residential properties. In the project’s first two months, we conducted 58 assessments on
properties and project managed the installation of energy efficiency systems on 2 homes.
Our USP

Roof insulation and 4kWsolar PV
Netfuse, North Laines, Brighton

BHESCo makes it easy to save money while
safeguarding the environment. We apply our
technical expertise to deliver value for money for
our customers over the lifetime of the energy
system. For no upfront cost, our commercial
customers receive an energy plan helping them
to reduce their energy costs and lower their
carbon footprint.

People are concerned about the risk associated with renewable energy micro-generation. Bad press
and profiteering cowboys have impacted people’s confidence in these technologies, which are
considered relatively new and unproven, even though many of them, including solar PV, have been
in existence for more than 25 years.
Our specialist independent financial and technical expertise help ensure that our solution matches
our customers’ requirements. Our personal and trusted relationship with our customers is built by
communicating transparently: by sharing our business model, financial model, our margins and
operating costs with them and by inviting them to become members of the co-operative.
The fact that we are operating as a not-for-profit company gives us the ethical edge when competing
with large corporations and because we operate at lower costs, we can pass on the savings to the
customer. The community is also interested in owning shares in a locally generated energy supply.

Pricing
Customers pay a discounted price for energy saved and energy generated from the measures
installed by BHESCo forming the basis of the lease payment calculation. This discount is maintained
throughout the contract period, ensuring that our customers always save money on their energy
bills, even during the payback period of BHESCo’s investment in their property.

3

Brighton & Hove Quarterly Economic Development Bulletin September 2013
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Rights to the FIT and RHI are held by BHESCo as owner of the equipment until the contract is paid off
where for one peppercorn the rights and associated benefits of asset ownership are transferred to
the customer.
Commission earned for switching supplier is invested back into the community, taking action to
combat the discomfort that confronts people in fuel poverty. A portion of the co-operative’s profit
is invested by providing free energy assessments for these customers, where action is taken to
improve the thermal efficiency of their homes at little or no cost.

Customers
We attract customers that want to reduce their energy
costs over time - people who want to be part of a
community plan to own their power generation and be
more in control of their energy bills. People who are
concerned about how our energy supply will be
generated in the future and want to participate in a new
business model to change the current system.

“We proactively manage our
customers’ accounts advising
them how they can reduce
their energy bills.”
We project that we can
undertake 363 retrofits in a 10
year period with the level of
finance included in our plan.

Total Customers
400
300
200
100
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Year

Our customers are property owners, residential and commercial, private and social housing
landlords and tenants, warehouses, schools, local authorities, office buildings, etc.
BHESCo installs energy monitors in our customer’s property to ensure that the expected level of
savings and generation are actually obtained, working proactively with customers to ensure the
realisation of the savings that we project.
Promotion

BHESCo has created easy brand
recognition through our attractive
logos. These graphics are used
consistently across all of our
marketing communications.
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Social Media
We are using our blogs and activities on our website, Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn as cost effective ways to improve brand
recognition and drive sign ups to our mailing list for our monthly
newsletter to which we have more than 1,000 subscribers.

BHESCo hosts a radio show on Radio Free Brighton that is transmitted via the internet on Mixcloud.
These channels help us reach a younger audience. We have also been asked to host a feature on
Latest TV.
Events
BHESCo has a presence at events in the Brighton and Hove area,
and as far as London, where our Founder, Kayla Ente, is
regularly asked to speak on such topics as electricity market
reform, community energy and fuel poverty as a respected
academic voice on these subjects.
BHESCo has been featured three times in a centre page spread
of the Brighton Argus since it was founded in 2012.
Press
The business minded Argus reporter found our business
model a compelling solution to inequity in the energy
market. The Argus has reported on fuel poverty highlighting
BHESCo’s work to combat problems faced by our residents.
There was also an article on the importance of community
energy to bringing energy security to our communities.
–

Our Partnerships
BHESCo is negotiating a community energy tariff to be powered by Mongoose Energy through its
position on the Board of Community Energy South. BHESCo earns a commission each time a
customer switches to our tariff. Initial market studies have demonstrated a strong market demand
for a tariff offered by a local community energy group.
Our energy supplier partner retains the rights to the carbon savings
achieved (LECs) from the installation of renewable energy
generation. As our brand recognition grows, by building trust,
BHESCo brings our supplier partner new customers at lower
acquisition cost.
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BHESCo has been a partner to Ecotricity since November
2013. One of our income streams flows from the £60
commission earned when individuals or businesses switch to
their supply. Commissions earned have been invested in
tackling fuel poverty, especially for vulnerable people, being the elderly, young people and those
physically challenged members of our community.
BHESCo is partnering with East Sussex Credit Union to offer a community
lending programme, enabling households to make energy-saving changes
to their homes, like improving their boiler for a low interest rate.
BHESCo is one of the founding members of Community Energy
South, an umbrella group for community energy groups in the
Southeast along with OVESCo and Communities Matter.
BHESCo is a member of Community Energy England, an umbrella organisation for community energy
groups across the country, Co-operatives UK, the Federation of Small Businesses and the Brighton &
Hove Chamber of Commerce. This gives us access to advice and support as needed.
BHESCo is supported by many community and voluntary service groups across Brighton & Hove
including the Pensioners Council, Age UK, Citizens Advice Bureau, Caroline Lucas, MP, Peter Kyle,
MP, foodbanks, church groups and the local authority who are perceiving BHESCo as a means to
achieving parts of their One Planet Living – Zero Carbon Plan with less risk.

Our Competition
The energy supply market in the UK is dominated by six suppliers serving about 90% of the market.
Many community groups, local councils, social enterprises and commercial businesses have emerged
in the last few years that offer a similar service to ours. To our knowledge there are no competitors
offering exactly the same service as ours in a social enterprise business model. Some companies
offer discounted electricity and gas. The market is sufficiently large to ensure our success as a cooperative partner instead of a competitive force.
Co-operative Energy offers 100% renewable electricity and gas. They don’t install renewable energy
micro-generation, choosing to be a FIT or RHI supplier instead. There is scope for co-operation with
Co-operative energy in the future through our relationship with Energy Local.
Brighton Energy Co-operative and OVESCo raise funding through the community to invest in PV
systems. They are also not offering electricity and gas supply to their members or consumers. As
they are members of Community Energy South, we view them and all other member community
groups as collaborators instead of competition.
Good Energy, Ovo Energy, Ecotricity and other smaller energy suppliers may be competition. These
companies may invest in local renewable energy micro-generation, but they don’t have a pay as you
save business model. These licensed energy suppliers are keen to work with community energy
groups.
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Management team
Our management team possesses a well-rounded balance of skills and expertise that is proving
attractive to communities across Sussex. Our Founder has more than 15 years experience in the
renewable energy and energy efficiency field, the team has more than 40 years combined
experience. Our financial expertise, combined with renewable energy project development, energy
efficiency retrofit and community engagement expertise provides a us with a competitive
advantage.

Executive Team
Kayla Ente, Founder and CEO, began her career working for Deloitte &
Touche in San Francisco and Ernst & Young in Amsterdam before
transitioning to Greenpeace International in 1993. In 1999, as a business and
project development consultant, her client portfolio consisted of Nuon
(Dutch energy supplier) and Ecofys (one of the European pioneers in
renewable energy). Principal areas of service included financial analysis of
wind farm development in China and Spain and PV projects in the USA.
She advised the IEA on the feasibility of a very large scale PV project in the Sahara Desert,
before DESERTEC. In 2004, Kayla moved to the UK where she continued providing business
development and advisory services to utilities and SME's in the Cleantech industry. Kayla is a
Certified Public Accountant (USA). Her MBA is from TIAS Business School in the Netherlands.

Diane Smith, Operations Director, has been a finance professional for 28
years. After running treasury operations for The Economist Newspaper in
London, she went to Nike in the Netherlands to set up their European
foreign exchange risk management programme. She has lead operational
support and project management teams in the Broker Dealer servicing
arm of BNY Mellon (a US investments company). Presently she is
completing her degree in psychology and using her skills to make a
positive impact on individuals’ lives.
Rachel Espinosa, Energy from Waste Director, is an expert in waste
management operations, strategic planning & development. She has
worked in the waste industry for 20 years as a waste services manager and
consultant and is partner of Reconsult LLP. She is a Centre Councillor for
the London and South Counties Centre of the Chartered Institution of
Wastes Management and also works part time as Business Forum Manager
for the University of Brighton’s Green Growth Platform.

Non Non – Executive team
Alex Hunt is co - owner of Bright Green Homes LLP a local contractor
specialisiing in energy efficiency improvements and a Director of The Green
Building Partnership. Alex is a qualified CSH assessor, a member of the AECB
and The Green Register of Construction Professionals.
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Oliver Pendered, has turned his passion for the outdoors into a productive
career in sustainability, corporate social responsibility, energy efficiency and
renewable energy. He is the Founder of Communities Matter, a visionary
organisation supporting people in effecting sustainable change through grass
roots community engagement.
He brings his skills in strategic
communications to our team, his commitment to providing clear information
to communities; project management and facilitation as well as change
management
John Nugent is Chairman of the Co-operative. He is an experienced
solicitor specializing in corporate governance and board related issues, an
expert in company law, international trade and business contracts. He has
been recommended in the Legal 500 for corporate law. He is an
experienced company director and currently on the board of London Rugby
League Foundation.
4 members of staff work on project development and customer support, operating our energy
advice desks, energy supplier switching helpline and carrying out Energy Assessments in homes and
businesses. BHESCo is also able to recruit and develop a team of volunteers, mostly university
graduates who want to get involved in community energy.

Financial factors
BHESCo’s strategy is to raise funds for groups of projects on an ongoing basis, posting new projects
on the website and inviting residents and businesses to become members of our Co-operative,
owning a share of these assets. To encourage investment, BHESCo has posted case studies on its
website demonstrating our track record on project development, with key performance metrics and
social impact measurements. Key statistics on new projects to be developed are included in the
member investor section of the website.
At present, we have 78 members. We may partner with Ethex, an ethical crowdfunding site, to
support our campaigns as necessary. We will continue to administer the shares through Registry
Trust. Should we not be successful in raising sufficient funding for the capital expenditure on our
next projects, we will supplement the capital required by taking on low interest debt finance from
groups like Pure Leapfrog and Parity Trust, along with traditional loan finance from our bank. After
four years, BHESCo expects to be able to self-finance its operations based on a moderate level of
growth.
Key metrics of our financial performance are included in the Financial Summary table below:
Financial Summary Table

Turnover
Operating profit/loss
Assets held
Members equity

Actual
2014/2015
£24,935
-£8,459
£55,978
-£13,797

Actual
2015/2016
£45,920
-£55,518
£157,231
£117,955

Forecast
2016/17
£167,185
-£31,686
£604,798
£547,198

Forecast
2017/18
£234,370
-£25,114
£1,156,466
£1,048,808

Forecast
2018/19
£382,011
£20,221
£1,817,062
£1,714,282
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There are six operational Revenue Streams that generate consistent cash flows:
 A fee per kWh for renewable energy generated secured in a lease agreement,
 A fee per kWh for energy saved secured in a lease agreement,
 FIT / RHI rights secured through government legislation,
 Commission income from Energy suppliers on switching advice
 Income from professional services, like energy advice, neighbourhood energy plans.
 Grant funding for our charitable work combatting fuel poverty in our community.
Turnover projections
Energy Lease
Agreements

£500,000

Energy Reports

£400,000

FIT & RHI and
export tariff
income
Consul ng
Income

£300,000
£200,000

Referral Fees
£100,000
Grant

All profits earned from trading are
reinvested in energy efficiency and
renewable energy generation
capacity. We benefit from energy
price rises since the customer’s lease
price is index-linked to projected rises
in energy prices.

£0
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Our profit margin is more secure because we earn an Internal Rate of Return of at least 20% on our
projects. The payback is determined for each project using our proprietary economic model that has
been developed specifically for determining the project return.
Cash flows from projects
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0
1

-1,000
-2,000

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

The lease period is determined based on the
payback period of the equipment installed. LED
lighting, with its faster payback, enhances the
savings and offsets the longer payback of
technologies like solar PV. The payback period
in this example, 9 years includes BHESCo’s
investment return. Ensuring that the customer
saves immediately, BHESCo incurs negative
cash flows in the first two years of the project.
Over time, this begins to turn around due to
lease receipts and rising energy prices.

Not all projects will be financed through a lease agreement. Some customers prefer not to take
ownership of the system. For these customers, we have a license agreement that works as an
operating lease, including maintenance of the systems installed and removal of the system at the
end of its useful life.
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In January 2016, BHESCo launched a
community energy assessment service. In
two months we conducted 58 home
surveys saving more than £6,000 for local
residents.
The home assessment service will provide one third of the income to the business, growing from 2
employees in the first year and doubling in the next two years. BHESCo’s management is investing
significant resources to capture a large share of the energy saving assessment and installation
market, which according to Brighton & Hove’s energy study, requires that 800 homes are assessed
each year to meet our carbon emission reduction targets.

Funding required
The level of investment we can make in local generation is naturally restricted to our cash flows.
£3,000,000
£2,000,000
£1,000,000
£0

2016/17
2017/18
2018/19

Our models are based on conservative
levels of investment. We plan to raise
£2.25 million in three years starting in
June 2015. We plan to return capital to
members at 10% per year as demand
requires and cash flow permits.

In 3 years, BHESCo builds local generation capacity to over 1.5MW of renewable heat and
electricity employing our members’ invested capital of £2.25 million. That is 500kW of
renewable heat for 800 homes and 1,000kW of renewable electricity, enough to power
470 homes.
BHESCo invests in generation of affordable heat, including developing district heating networks
in partnership with the local authority, as part of our plans to combat fuel poverty. As well as
informing the transition to more sustainable heating fuels, biomass and biofuels become a big
part of our generation output. Emissions from biomass are significantly less than emissions
from cars fuelled by petrol diesel. BHESCo teams up with local groups to source its wood fuels
from locally managed forests.

In 10 years, over 10,000MWh of gas and electricity are saved each year from the energy
savings measures that we install. This is the equivalent of the total energy consumption
of 560 homes.
A return on investment of 5% is guaranteed as our annual budget includes provision for interest
costs to member shareholders.
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Appendix 1: Proforma Profit and Loss Statement (£000s)*
Profit and loss
£000s

2017/18

2018/19

£141,857
£55,300
£9,660
£12,275
£7,278
£8,000
£234,370

£253,903
£86,871
£11,109
£20,707
£7,422
£2,000
£382,011

£151,088
£5,307
£156,395
£10,790
6%

£189,078
£6,368
£195,447
£38,923
17%

£244,608
£7,642
£252,250
£129,761
34%

Marketing costs
Legal costs
Interest cost - members
Overheads
Provision for bad debts
Total overheads
Total Cost

£7,931
£836
£23,134
£8,904
£1,672
£42,477
£198,872

£9,375
£1,172
£51,147
£0
£2,344
£64,037
£259,484

£15,280
£1,910
£88,530
£0
£3,820
£109,540
£361,791

EBITDA
EBITDA as % of Turnover
Depreciation

-£31,686
-19.0%
-£44,780

-£25,114
-10.7%
-£98,276

£20,221
5.3%
-£175,747

Profit (loss) before tax

-£76,467

-£123,390

-£155,526

Tax expense
Profit (loss) after tax

£0
-£76,467

£0
-£123,390

£0
-£155,526

Income
Energy Lease Agreements
Energy Reports
Referral Fees
FIT & RHI and export tariff income
Consulting Income
Grant
Total Income
Growth

2016/17
£3
£64,553
£29,764
£8,400
£6,068
£7,200
£51,200
£167,185
#REF!

Direct Costs
Staff costs
Fuel costs
Total Direct Costs

Gross Margin
Gross Margin %
Overheads
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Appendix 2 : Proforma Cash Flows Statement (£000s)
Cash Flow Statement
£000s

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

(£76,467)
£44,780
£0
£33,501

(£123,390)
£98,276
£0
£34,853

(£155,526)
£175,747
£0
(£11,788)

£1,815

£9,739

£8,432

(£7,100)
(£489,760)
£0

£0
(£649,944)
£0

£0
(£836,343)
£0

Inflows from operations
Profit (loss) after tax
Depreciation
Tax expense
Change in working capital

Cash flows from operations
Inflows (outflows) from investing activities
Assets purchased - Office Equipment
Assets purchased - Plant & Equipment
Assets purchased - Intangible assets

Total outflows from investing activities

(£496,860)

(£649,944) (£836,343)

Inflows (outflows) from financing activities
Loan payment - CAF
Long term debt
Payments on long term debt
Investment from members

(£11,379)
£0
£0
£503,000

(£12,414)
£0
£0
£625,000

(£6,207)
£0
£0
£821,000

£491,621

£612,586

£814,793

Movement in cash
Opening balance in cash

(£3,424)
£50,000

(£27,619)
£46,576

(£13,118)
£18,957

Ending balance in cash

£46,576

£18,957

£5,839

Total in(out)flows from financing activities
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Appendix 3 : Proforma Balance Sheet (£000s)
Summary Balance Sheet
£000s

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

£46,576
£7,209
£2,571
£554,798
£50,000
£250

£18,957
£14,464
£14,135
£1,106,466
£50,000
£250

£5,839
£24,689
£12,561
£1,767,062
£50,000
£250

Assets
Cash
Debtors
VAT receivable (payable)
Plant & Equipment
Intangible assets
Deposits other

Total Assets

£661,404 £1,204,271 £1,860,400

Liabilities and Equity
Current Liabilities
Long Term Debt
Share Capital
Retained Earnings (Losses)

£33,290
£80,915
£685,180
(£137,982)

£86,962
£68,501
£1,310,180
(£261,372)

£83,824
£62,294
£2,131,180
(£416,898)

Total Liabilities and Equity

£661,404 £1,204,271 £1,860,400

Appendix 4 - Analysis of Risk
Risk of default - landlord
We will be at some risk in properties where we have contracts with the leaseholder. This
risk is addressed by receiving agreement from the landlord to incorporate our lease
agreement with the lease contract of their next tenant. We conduct credit checks on our
customers and review their annual energy bills.
Risk of default - tenant
The customer saves money by using our services. There is never an incentive for them not
to pay as heat and electricity are necessities and we are the lowest cost option over the long
term. Whilst there is the potential for customers to switch energy suppliers, we believe this
risk is low. According to OFGEM, most consumers switch energy supplier on average every
six years and take up of switching services has been much lower than anticipated.
Risk in transfer of property ownership
Because the generation and energy saving equipment has a tangible value that can be
calculated in present value terms, the customer can always pay off the remaining term of
the lease agreement at today’s prices. This value may be incorporated with the building’s
value in the selling price of the property.
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Track record and size
BHESCo is small, a new entrant to an established, albeit inefficient, and, according to many,
broken market. There is a risk that large corporations won’t become our clients. There is
enough scope in our plan to work with larger energy service companies, like Carillion and
Mears, to compliment or supplement their businesses. BHESCo adds a service to
communities that may be of value to the larger corporations. We have already seen this
developing in our relationship with SESP.
In order to grow the company to the next level, i.e., either become an energy supplier, or
take a share in the profits of its supporters/members, the company needs to recruit
significant numbers of customers in the community. This is challenging due to a general
apathy about energy. The Board are mindful of this risk and are committed to marketing
BHESCo’s service. We believe that our linkage between investors, community and carbon
reduction gives us an advantage over and above standard switching companies. As BHESCo
grows its brand recognition significantly, people will want to be a part of it.
There is a danger that when retrofit is undertaken, other unexpected infrastructural
problems will be detected that don’t have anything to do with the retrofit for which repairs
will need to be made and the customer will be unwilling to pay for them. A 5% contingency
has been added to the CAPEX cost for this uncertainty. These costs will be included in the
monthly lease amount that is passed onto the customer to pay.
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